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TELEGRAPH QUARTET
“soulfulness, tonal beauty and intelligent 
attention to detail ... an incredibly valuable 
addition to the cultural landscape.”  
 —SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE



PROGRAMS

Unlikely Muses
The three quartets on this program reflect deep relationships 
each composer had with another during their life that affected the 
course of their work. The last of Beethoven’s first six string quartets 
owes its wit, levity, and exploratory nature to Beethoven’s teacher 
Josef Haydn, the grandfather of the quartet. Though Beethoven 
and Haydn often clashed over their styles, later in life, Beethoven 
would acknowledge his musical debt to Haydn and the evolution of 
his quartets from their Haydn-esque beginnings. Although Fanny 
Mendelssohn did not have a public career as a composer like her 
brother Felix, the two were close musical confidants throughout their 
lives and influenced each other’s work deeply, as can be heard in her 
string quartet. Lastly, Alban Berg’s unlikely muse is Hanna Fuchs-
Robettin, the inspiration of his Lyric Suite, discovered much later 
through a miniature score of the composer outlining a secret love 
narrative. In 1925 an affair began between them – both were married, 
and Berg composed the work over the next year as a musical 
manifestation of the excitement, trepidation, and suffering of their 
secret relationship, going so far as to include their initials in musical 
cryptograms throughout.

Ludwig van Beethoven: String Quartet No. 6 in B-flat Major,  
  Op. 18 No. 6

Fanny Mendelssohn: String Quartet

Alban Berg: Lyric Suite

Cultures Entwined
From the dawn of time, musical inspiration has always involved some 
form of borrowing or mixing from one person or culture to another. 
Each composer on this program found themselves absorbed in a 
cross-cultural experience that either consciously or unconsciously 
had an effect on the quartet created in that period. Benjamin Britten 
had been on a tour of America since 1938 and by 1941, when he 
penned his first official string quartet, he was quite homesick.  
He composed this quartet in a residence near the ocean in Escondido, 
where he must have been reminded of the waves of his coastal 
birthplace of Lowestoft in the gentle and deep waves of the third 
movement of this work. Gabriela Lena Frank says, “Leyendas: An 
Andean Walkabout draws inspiration from the idea of mestizaje as 
envisioned by Peruvian writer José María Arguedas, where cultures 
can coexist without the subjugation of one by the other. As such, this 
piece mixes elements from the western classical and Andean folk 
music traditions.” The strings invoke the colors and playing styles of 
traditional Andean instruments, including the panpipe, tarka, guitar-
like charango, and the quena flute. For Mieczysław Weinberg, the 
mixing of cultures was a sheer necessity due to his Jewish heritage. 
As anti-semitism persecuted his generation in Poland, he was forced 
to flee and ultimately settled in Moscow at the encouragement of his 
friend and colleague, Dmitri Shostakovich. Weinberg composed in a 
style that mixed the sardonic style of Shostakovich with an often wild 
and ecstatic Yiddish aesthetic that pervades his String Quartet No. 6. 

Benjamin Britten: String Quartet No. 1

Gabriela Lena Frank: Leyendas: An Andean Walkabout

Mieczysław Weinberg: String Quartet No. 6

First Time’s a Charm
The works on this program are examples of each composers’ first 
attempts at the string quartet form which they approached with 
great respect and individual exploration. The normally precocious 
Beethoven waited until his eighteenth work to publish a string 
quartet. It then took three years for Beethoven to be satisfied with his 
first set of string quartets to publish them. While the beginning of the 
work evokes the style and techniques of Mozart and Haydn, the work 
evolves to showcase Beethoven’s signature gruffness and drama. 
Even younger than Beethoven was at the time he wrote his first 
quartet, George Walker composed his first quartet in a neo-romantic 
style when he was 23 years old, at a time when classical music in 
America was turning toward a more severe, mathematical approach. 
Canadian composer Vivian Fung wrote her first string quartet using 
one of the most iconic tools of the medium, the pizzicato. Fung says, 

“Inspired by listening to Asian folk music, the piece is influenced 
partly by the music of the Chinese plucked instruments pipa and qin 
as well as by the energetic rhythms of Indonesian gamelan.” Brahms, 
always a perfectionist and acutely aware of his place in history after 
Beethoven, composed around twenty “failed” string quartets over 
nine years of his life, reaching 40, before he was satisfied enough to 
publish his Op. 51, which contained two quartets. The first quartet is 
driven by a heart-palpitating fervor and the urgency and energy of 
this quartet seemingly pushes Brahms to the long awaited finish line 
of quartet firsts.

Ludwig van Beethoven: String Quartet No. 6 in B-flat Major,  
  Op. 18 No. 6

George Walker: String Quartet No. 1 “Lyric”

Vivian Fung: “Pizzicato” from String Quartet No. 1

Johannes Brahms: String Quartet No. 1 in C minor, Op. 51, No. 1

 A Rose by any Other Name - 
Romanticism in Many Forms
Each work draws on each of their own types of Romanticism, some 
reflective of their age or in some cases, in opposition to it. Fanny 
Mendelssohn composed in a varyingly warm, earnest, mysterious, 
and truly poignant style. In true Romantic-era fashion, the third 
movement of her quartet pulls at the heartstrings with moments of 
intense passion and tragic sweetness. George Walker’s first string 
quartet, also called “Lyric,” is written in a neo-romantic style. The 
rich and bold tonality of this work was actually in stark opposition 
to the presiding academic style of the 1940’s which was leaning 
more towards serialism and a 12-tone modernist style. Composed 
a generation before Walker in the newly created 12-tone method of 
his mentor Arnold Schoenberg, Alban Berg was known as the most 
romantic in his approach to this method. Drama and passion are 
ever present in this mysterious and cryptic musical language. Berg’s 
muse for the work was Hanna Fuchs-Robettin, with whom he had a 
secret love affair.

Fanny Mendelssohn: String Quartet

George Walker: String Quartet No. 1 “Lyric”

Alban Berg: Lyric Suite



A World on Edge
The works on this program were all composed in the 1940’s when 
each of the composers would be affected by the trials and limitations 
of these times in some way, from their political beliefs to their 
cultural or racial place in the society. Benjamin Britten and his future 
partner Peter Pears fled England in 1939 with the rumblings of war 
with Germany on their heels, in part to avoid their inevitable jailing if 
war broke out due to their pacifist beliefs. War did break out shortly 
and by 1941, the homesick Britten was writing his first quartet, with 
a nostalgia for his island home that is reflected in the wave-like 
motions of the work’s third movement. As a talented young African-
American composer of the 1940’s, George Walker’s musical career 
would have many firsts - the first African-American composer to 
graduate Curtis Institute of Music, to play at the famed Town Hall 
in New York, and eventually, the first to win a Pulitzer Prize for his 
work. Despite this success, Walker still had to move in a world which 
was actively working against his success on a daily basis, and he 
felt throughout his life that this clearly contributed to his work not 
reaching as far as it might have had he just been considered an 
American composer of the great talent he was. Lastly, Mieczysław 
Weinberg suffered as a Jewish refugee from Warsaw during World 
War II. He fled his homeland of Poland, having failed to convince his 
family to come with him, almost all of whom would be murdered 
in the concentration camps. His String Quartet No. 6 from 1946 
contains an innocent mundanity that erupts throughout the work 
into desperation, sorrow, and tragic indignation as he dealt with the 
ramifications of his exile and learned to live warily in his newfound 
home of the Soviet Union.

Benjamin Britten: String Quartet No. 1

George Walker: String Quartet No. 1 “Lyric”

Mieczysław Weinberg: String Quartet No. 6

RECENT RELEASE:



The Telegraph Quartet (Eric Chin and Joseph Maile, violins;  
Pei-Ling Lin, viola; Jeremiah Shaw, cello) formed in 2013 with  
an equal passion for the standard chamber music repertoire  
and contemporary, non-standard works alike. Described by the  
San Francisco Chronicle as “…an incredibly valuable addition to the 
cultural landscape” and “powerfully adept… with a combination of 
brilliance and subtlety,” the Telegraph Quartet was awarded the 
prestigious 2016 Walter W. Naumburg Chamber Music Award and 
the Grand Prize at the 2014 Fischoff Chamber Music Competition. 
The Quartet has performed in concert halls, music festivals, 
and academic institutions across the United States and abroad, 
including New York City’s Carnegie Hall and Lincoln Center, San 
Francisco’s Herbst Theatre, the San Francisco Conservatory of 
Music’s Chamber Masters Series, and at festivals including the 
Chautauqua Institute, Kneisel Hall Chamber Music Festival, and the 
Emilia Romagna Festival. The Quartet is currently on the chamber 
music faculty at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music as the 
Quartet-in-Residence.

Notable collaborations include projects with pianists Leon 
Fleisher and Simone Dinnerstein; cellists Norman Fischer and 
Bonnie Hampton; violinist Ian Swensen; composer-vocalist Theo 
Bleckmann; and the Henschel Quartett. A fervent champion of 20th- 
and 21st-century repertoire, the Telegraph Quartet has premiered 
works by John Harbison, Robert Sirota, and Richard Festinger.

In 2018 the Quartet released its debut album, Into the Light, 
featuring works by Anton Webern, Benjamin Britten, and Leon 
Kirchner on the Centaur label. The San Francisco Chronicle praised 
the album, saying, “Just five years after forming, the Bay Area’s 
Telegraph Quartet has established itself as an ensemble of serious 

depth and versatility, and the group’s terrific debut recording  
only serves to reinforce that judgment.” AllMusic acclaimed,  
“An impressive beginning for an adventurous group, this 2018 
release puts the Telegraph Quartet on the map.” In spring 2023,  
the Telegraph Quartet will release its next album on Azica Records, 
featuring Ravel’s renowned quartet and Schoenberg’s first quartet.

Beyond the concert stage, the Telegraph Quartet seeks to spread 
its music through education and audience engagement. The Quartet 
has given master classes at the San Francisco Conservatory of 
Music Collegiate and Pre-College Divisions, through the Morrison 
Artist Series at San Francisco State University, and abroad at the 
Taipei National University of the Arts, National Taiwan Normal 
University, and in San Miguel de Allende, Mexico. Telegraph has 
also served as artists-in-residence at the Interlochen Adult 
Chamber Music Camp, SoCal Chamber Music Workshop, and 
Crowden Music Center Chamber Music Workshop. In November 
2020, the Telegraph Quartet launched ChamberFEAST!, a chamber 
music workshop in Taiwan. In fall 2020, Telegraph launched 
an online video project called TeleLab, in which the ensemble 
collectively breaks down the components of a movement from 
various works for quartet.

Highlights of Telegraph Quartet’s 2022-23 season include 
performances presented by Stanford Live, The Argyros, Emerald 
City Music, UCLA’s Chamber Music at the Clark, Chicago Chamber 
Music Society, Carmel Music Society, South Mountain Concerts,  
and many others, as well as a residency at the University of 
Idaho as part of the Auditorium Chamber Music Series. Telegraph 
will also perform residency concerts at the San Francisco 
Conservatory of Music.
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